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1. Preparation for work
1.1. Power supply
Open the battery compartment, arrange the ribbon to facilitate removal of the batte-
ry at the bottom of the battery compartment, and insert two AA / R-6 rechargeable 
batteries (or primary batteries) in the correct polarity as described on the bottom of 
the battery compartment and close the cover. Inserting the cells is easiest to start by 
inserting the positive poles first. And removing is easier when removed negative po-
les first. You can help yourself by holding the positive pole with your finger and pul-
ling the ribbon moved towards the negative pole. 
The detector has built-in protection against reverse polarity of the battery and acci-
dental reverse insertion will only cause a lack of power and the ability to turn on the 
device.
The PRO version of the detector has also the possibility to power it from external 5V
voltage source via microUSB socket [12], eg. power bank. Connecting external vol-
tage to micro-USB socket disables the internal AA cells. Disconnecting external vol-
tage (or the USB plug) causes short break of supply power because of internal po-
wer switching to internal source (AA cells) so it's best to turn off the recording when 
you remove the USB cable.

ATTENTION: In the case of battery replacement - if the detector has been switched 
off correctly by pressing   button or automatically closed after the power supply has 
dropped, then after removing the batteries from the battery compartment, the internal 
clock and real time clock as well as the setting of the listening volume potentiometer 
will be sustained from the internal supercapacitor. So it's time from about 1 minute to 
a maximum of a few minutes to exchange cells for new / charged ones. After switch-
ing off the power supply (even after the automatic shutdown due to the low voltage 
level), the internal clock operates and consumes a very small current - about 250uA, 
which allows it to work for at least several dozen hours without too deep discharge 
of the batteries. In the case of power from alkaline batteries - the clock will be even 
a dozen or so - several dozen days until the voltage drops to approx. 0.84V /cell but 
the Ni-MH batteries can be permanently damaged if not charged as soon as possible.   

1.2. Memory card
The memory card (SDHC or SDXC type) formatted in the FAT32 file system, with 32 
or 64kB clusters should be inserted into the slot [7] located on the bottom / side wall 
of the device (press card until you hear a clear click / catch from the card slot). 
The SD card should be inserted with contacts facing down (subtitles on the top side).
The first use of the memory card immediately after formatting is associated with a 
slightly longer than usual time of access to the card due to the search and the pos-
sible lack of configuration file (CONFIG.LUN), which will be created with default con-
figuration settings: 256kHz sampling, 60min files, FS HPF = OFF, FD HPF = LOW, 
GPS = ON, REC LEVEL = 063, TRIGGER LEVEL = 063

Note: in case of recording problems you can format the card in the device from the 
user's MENU or on the computer using SD Formatter software (to download from 
https://www.animalsoundlabs.pl from the "Download" tab on the subpage of the dete-
ctor or from the address: https://www.sdcard.org/downloads/formatter/
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1.3. GNSS module and / or i2c sensors.
Connect the GPS / GNSS receiver plug or module with other sensors 
to the expansion socket [10], paying attention to the "key" located both 
in the plug and in the socket. The key in the socket should be on the up-
per side of the device. Tighten the fixing nut on the plug clockwise.

1.4. Microphone
As in the case of the GPS / GNSS receiver plug, insert the microphone 
or microphone extension cable plug into the microphone jack [1] main-
taining the polarity (the "key" in the plug is facing upwards) and tighten 
the nut fixing the plug to the socket.

NOTE: The PRO version of the detector has a built-in high voltage ge-
nerator (200V) to polarize the membrane of future electrostatic micro-
phones (eg MC-1, MC-2) and this generator is activated automatically 
when such a microphone is detected in the mic socket.

1.5. Switching on the detector
Briefly press the power switch marked with    . After displaying the devi-
ce name and the firmware version and after trying to detect the GNSS 
receiver and reading the amount of free space on the memory card and 
trying to find a configuration file on it, the detector is ready for operation. 
If there is no configuration file (CONFIG.LUN) in the main directory on 
the memory card - the default settings will be applied and cause the de-
tector to be ready for operation in manual mode (FD listening and wai-
ting for the manual start of recording). The following information will be 
displayed on the LCD:

     

Amount of  
free space

on memory card

Battery 
voltage

level

sampling 
frequency of 

recorded
files

status

hint

current time
HH:MM

Indicator of
enabled
GNSS

receiver

LH

Status of HPF filters: 
first letter: in Full Spectrum/HF signal path (L=150Hz/FS HPF OFF, H=15kHz/FS HPF ON),

second letter: in FD/listening signal path (L=10kHz, H=15kHz) 



2. Working with the detector

2.1. Listening and setting up the listening volume
In standby mode (descriptions as in the picture above) the detector, while 
waiting for the recording to start, has already started the FD (Frequency 
Division) detection path enabling the audition of ultrasounds transformed 
into human sounds 10 times lower than the original ultrasonic signal. Lis-
tening may be on the built-in loudspeaker [4]  or on headphones connec-
ted to the headphone jack [13].    Connecting a headphone or 3-pin mini-
jack (stereo, 3.5mm) to the headphone jack disconnects the built-in loud-
speaker.
In the  PRO version of the detector it is possible to prevent the deactiva-
tion of the built-in loudspeaker when a  4-pin minijack plug is connected, 
in which an additional ring (4th pin)  is not connected to the ground or to 
an external microphone  (special optional accessory cables to the detec-
tor) and you can not use for example headphones from cell phones.

The volume control switches [9] are used to set the listening volume. 
They are connected to  32-point digital potentiometer.  By  default, when 
the detector  is started for the first time  (or after a long absence of batte-
ries / accumulators in the battery compartment), the digital potentiometer 
is set to the  "middle"  position  and  the listening volume can be reduced 
completely (lower VOL button) or doubled by pressing 16 times or longer 
holding down the upper VOL button.

The volume setting is remembered after the power is turned off and res-
tored when the detector is turned on. It is also remembered when repla-
cing the batteries, provided, however, that the exchange itself takes place 
within a maximum of 45-60 seconds after removing the previously used 
batteries / accumulators. It should also be noticed that the battery repla-
cement itself takes place after the detector is turned off. The power sup-
ply of the digital volume potentiometer is sustained from the built-in su-
percapacitor only after switching off the power supply with the   switch 
[17] or after automatic shutdown due to low battery.
      
NOTE: If the batteries are removed from the detector while the detector 
is switched on in the standby mode, then the memory setting of the liste-
ning volume potentiometer will be reset to the default value (mid position 
= approx. 6dB lower and 16clicks lower than the maximum possible volu-
me setting).    
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2.2. Recording with listening
In the standby mode, press OK button on the keyboard (the right button 
is highlighted in blue or its description is highlighted in white). Broadband 
recording will start with the Sampling Frequency set in the menu (or the 
default). The default sampling frequency (256 kHz) allows recording of 
signals with frequencies up to approx. 125 kHz (more information - Table 
1 on the end of the instruction).

If you want to record the signal processed by the parallel FD detection 
path (which is used for listening), select the sampling frequency 24 or 48 
kHz - switching the signal source from the HF path to the FD path will be 
done automatically.
After connecting the headphones to the headphone jack [13], the built-in 
loudspeaker will be disconnected, if the connected headphone plug is 
the classical 3-pin stereo connector.

ATTENTION: remember that the LunaBat DFR-1 PRO detector is actually 
two devices in a common housing and the paths of both devices (HF/FS 
and FD) work in parallel.  Although they have a common supply and you 
can switch the recording from the FD path as a signal source, the FD path 
sensitivity will always be worse than the HF path sensitivity, due to the prin-
ciple of operation (FD detection threshold and permanently enabled separa-
te high pass filter with lower limit frequency of 10 or 15 kHz), so the listening 
or recording from the FD signal path will not always be consistent with the 
HF path record. From the HF path more information can be saved than from 
the FD detection path, and therefore  not always a lack of  sounds  from  the 
listening  loudspeaker  (which is  permanently  connected to FD signal path) 
means that echolocation or social voices in the HF path will not be recorded. 
The recording level indicator, however, shows the actual level of the recor-
ded signal.

2.3. Recording without listening
Because the broadband recorder covers a very wide bandwidth from ca. 
150 Hz to almost half of the sampling frequency (so-called "Nyquist fre-
quency"), so it will also record the sounds coming from the listening loud-
speaker.
In order to obtain the best possible quality and resolution of recordings 
(especially intended for later automatic or semiautomatic processing), it 
is recommended to isolate the unwanted ambient sounds (including the 
sounds of the listening loudspeaker) by:
 - listening with a moderate volume on the headphones, or
 - reducing or completely silencing the listening volume level - by using 
   listening volume control buttons [9]
 - enabling the FS High Pass Filter in the menu.
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The recording is finished after pressing the BACK / BK button (the left button 
is highlighted in blue or description is highlighted in white).

3. Detector settings (SETTINGS)
In the standby mode, right after the detector is switched on and the informa-
tion is displayed on the display as in Fig.1 on page 5, the main settings menu 
can be accessed - press the MENU / DOWN button. 
The main menu of the detector (for firmware v7.35) has the following items:

          > PRESET
          > SET REC LENGTH
          > SET SAMPLE RATE
          > SET REC LEVEL
          > SET TIME & DATE
          > DISPLAY T & RH
          > GPS ON/OFF
          > GPS FIX CONFIG
          > GPS FIX STATUS
          > SAVE KML
          > FD HPF Low/High
          > FS HPF ON/OFF
          > FORMAT SD CARD
 
The selection of the current function is made by scrolling the available in the loop 
options with the UP or DOWN buttons and entering the option with the OK button. 
Going back to the previous level - BACK button.
   

3.1. Selecting the recording mode (PRESET)
As the first option available in the main menu you will see:   

To enter the settings of this function, press OK. You can choose between 
two modes of operation:
- continuous recording started manually - CONTINUOUS mode, and
- automatic recording triggered by the signal level - TRIGGER AUTO mo-
  de (this function was introduced experimentally).
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3.1.1. Continuous recording, manually activated (CONTINUOUS)
After confirming with the OK button of the CONTINUOUS mode, the detector 
will switch to the manual recording mode (activated manually with the OK but-
ton and stopped with the BACK button) which is also the default mode. After 
confirming this mode, the previously used menu item (main menu) will be dis-
played on the LCD. The files with the maximum length set in another item of 
the main menu will be recorded (look at section 3.2) one after another until the
pressing of BACK button .
   
3.1.2. Automatic recording triggered by the signal level (TRIGGER AUTO)
- an experimentally introduced function
After confirming TRIGGER AUTO mode, set the sensitivity (the operating thre-
shold) of the system that automatically starts the recording. Then you will see 
on LCD:

Use the UP or DOWN buttons to set the value between 0 and 127 and confirm 
with the OK.      button.  The lower values   correspond to the highest sensitivity 
(even a very low sound will trigger the recording),   while the larger values   cor-
respond to the lowest sensitivity (only a very loud sound will trigger the recor-
ding). 
Every time, when the intensity of ultrasound exceeds a certain level correspon-
ding to the sensitivity set here, the WAV file of the length set in another item of 
the main menu (look at section 3.2) will be started (after arming).
In the detector the 00063 value is set by default to half of the scale of the digital 
potentiometer that sets the sensitivity. If the 00063 value is changed and confir-
med with the OK button in the menu - it will be saved in the config.lun file so 
that there is no need to set this value the next time the detector is started.

ATTENTION: Automatic recording has been introduced experimentally and for 
now is being tested and will be modified, therefore at the current stage (firmwa-
re v.7.35) it is recommended to create rather continuous recordings and manual 
or automatic selection of fragments of recordings should be done on PC.
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ATTENTION: With automatic recording, to minimize the number of unneces-
sary write operations and the number of "empty" recordings, it is recommen-
ded to put the detector still (eg on a tripod) and, if possible, to eliminate po-
tential interference, also by: lowering the listening volume or listening on 
headphones, using the MF-1 windshield microphone, or for switching on the 
FS HPF FILTER = ON (in another main menu item), if only ultrasounds and 
sounds above approx. 15 kHz are to be recorded.
    
3.2. Selecting the length of recordings (REC LENGTH)
In order to facilitate later work with recordings on continuous (and automa-
tically triggered recordings), WAV files are created. Those WAV files have 
the length corresponding to the maximum time of a single recording (defi-
ned in menu). In manual recording mode, if the recording is not stopped 
before the defined maximal recording time (of single file) has elapsed - 
after this length has been reached, the next WAV file will be automatically 
recorded. The active record can be interrupted at any time by pressing 
BACK button and then restarted at any time by pressing OK button.  
In auto-triggered recording mode, no files will be created unless the signal 
level (after the end of creation of the heading of the WAV file) still exceeds 
the threshold set in SET THRESHOLD menu item. If in this case the next 
recording will be initiated - subsequent files with the length defined in REC 
LENGTH item will be created until the signal decreases and will be lower 
than defined threshold level. 
In current firmware version (v7.35) the maximum length of subsequently 
recorded files can be set from 3 seconds to 60 minutes.
The default value is set to 60 minutes. 
This setting is saved in the CONFIG.LUN configuration file on memory card.

ATTENTION: Due to the fact that with a large number of files the relative length 
of gaps  (in relation to the length of the recordings itself)  starts to increase, de-
pending on the number of recorded files -so with the current firmware it is not 
recommended to use many short files, but rather smaller number  of longer re-
cordings, eg. a few minutes to several tens of minutes.

3.3. Sampling rate selection (SET SAMPLE RATE)
The current firmware has 5 sampling frequency values: 24, 48, 192, 256 
and 384 kHz, while 24 and 48 kHz are always recorded with an audio sig-
nal from a parallel FD detector, and for 192, 256 and 384 kHz - a fullband 
(full-spectrum) signal is recorded without any detection - ultrasounds are 
recorded directly from the HF signal path.
In regions where there is no ultrasounds above ~ 95kHz, eg echolocation 
of the lesser horseshoe (rhinolophus hipposideros), sampling frequency 
24kHz or 192kHz can be used to reduce the size of WAV files saved (for 
192kHz - about 30% smaller files than 256kHz and 2x smaller files than at 
384kHz, for 24kHz over 10x smaller files than 256kHz sampling and 16x 
smaller files than 384kHz sampling).
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3.4. Setting the time and date (SET TIME & DATE)
The detector has a built-in real-time clock. The current hour and minute are displa-
yed on LCD in standby mode and during recording. On the basis of the current time 
and date, the names of WAV files and TXT logs are also created with an accuracy 
of 1 second. In addition, files created on the memory card will also have an assig-
ned date and exact time of creation in the so-called file attributes (to be read in any 
file explorer on the computer).
To set the current date and time, in the standby mode press the DOWN / MENU 
button and use the UP or DOWN buttons to scroll through the selection options 
from the main menu to the SET TIME & DATE position and enter the submenu 
by pressing OK.
The detector clock can be set in two ways - manually or automatically (using the 
optional GPS / GNSS receiver and after obtaining a 2D or 3D fix).

3.4.1. Manual setting the time and date (MANUALLY)
In the MANUALLY submenu, set the day, month and year in sequence, followed by 
the hour and minute. The currently changed value is marked with the cursor (cha-
racter „>”).
Changes to the selected values   are made by pressing the UP / DOWN buttons, 
confirm and go to the next position with the OK button.
After setting and confirming the hour and minute, you should exit the menu to the 
ready state by pressing BACK.
In the current version of the firmware (v.7.35) the current time is displayed on the 
LCD during the recording and in the standby mode in 24-hour format as HH: MM 
(HH-hour, MM-minute).

3.4.2. Automatic setting the time and date (SYNC WITH GPS)
By connecting an optional GPS / GNSS receiver, you can automatically synchroni-
ze the clock and date in the detector with a very accurate GPS system clock signal 
sent along with the data used to obtain the fix.
To do this:
- connect the GPS / GNSS receiver to the expansion socket [10] and THEN enable
the detector, 
- enable the receiver in the settings of the GPS ON / OFF submenu (by default the 
receiver is turned on automatically when the detector is started, unless it was pre-
viously disabled in the CONFIG.LUN configuration file, for more details see Chapter 
3.6),
- set up with the detector / receiver in a place with good visibility of the sky and wait 
for the bearing (2D Fix or 3D Fix).

After obtaining a 2D or 3D fix in the main menu, select the SET TIME & DATE item 
and then, using the UP / DOWN buttons, scroll to the SYNC WITH GPS position and 
select it with OK button. The following message will be displayed: CHECKING - de-
tector checks the fix / bearing status.  If  there is no fix at this time a message: 
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FIX NEEDED! will be displayed. In this case, you must wait or change the sig-
nal reception location until a 2D or 3D fix is obtained and restart the synchroni-
zation. If during the check (CHECKING message) there is a 2D or 3D fix, the 
received time in the format HH:MM+TZ will be displayed:

(HH- hour in 24-hour format, MM: minute, TZ - time shift). Press UP / DOWN 
buttons to enter the appropriate offset value for the local time zone, eg for the 
area of   Poland, set TZ to +02. When you change the time zone, the time dis-
played will also change:

  

Finally, confirm the change by pressing OK and leave the menu by pressing 
BACK.

NOTE: Obtaining a fix (bearing) is preceded by receiving usable data from at least 
three (2D Fix) or four (3D Fix) satellites, the first sign of receiving the correct and 
appropriately strong satellite signal is synchronization of the GPS / GNSS recei-
ver’s clock with the GPS system clock signal, and it is signaled by flashing of the 
blue LED [6] over the LCD. Usually immediately a 2D or 3D fix is obtained. 
Obtaining the correct 2D / 3D coordinates follows after a minimum of time 30 sec 
from starting the receiver in good weather conditions and good visibility of the sky. 
If the visibility of the sky is worse, the first fix can be obtained after a few minutes.
After obtaining the fix (and to be exact: when correct data from satellites are recei-
ved and classified as „usable data”) then the required strength of signals from the 
satellites is already lower than during obtaining the first fix (and usable data from 
subsequent next satellites, so it is a good idea to stay a little longer in the place 
with good sky visibility to „catch” more satellites and then you can go to the places 
with smaller sky visibility). The very moment when the detector correctly interprets 
the incoming data and obtains the fix with a sufficiently high accuracy can be de-
termined by observing the coordinates in status view in the position of the GPS FIX 
STATUS menu (after activatiion SHOW> function by pressing OK button). When 
the coordinates stabilize to the 3 decimal places (3 digits after dot) then it can be 
concluded that sufficient accuracy of the bearing (below 2.5 m.) was obtained and 
it is the maximal accuracy that can be obtained from consumer free-available sig-
nals from GNSS systems.
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3.5. Viewing temperature and relative humidity (DISPLAY T & RH)
After selecting this function, you can view the current temperature and relative 
humidity readings from the built-in sensor in degrees (°C) and in percent R.H. 
It should be remembered that the built-in sensor is placed inside the detector 
housing (just behind the opening on the front panel, behind the waterproof 
membrane) and therefore has some (quite large) thermal  inertia, so for exam-
ple a detector started outside after removing it  from  the warmer room or after 
prolonged storage in other conditions than during work  (also  by  holding  it  in 
warm hands, or putting still warm batteries just removed from the charger) - 
the detector has a slightly  different temperature than the environment,  which 
affects  the reading of both temperature and relative humidity from the  built-in 
sensor.   Therefore, correct  indications will be displayed after the temperature 
stabilizes near the sensor, which  may take from several dozen seconds to se-
veral minutes,  depending  on  the  temperature difference of the detector hou-
sing and the surrounding environment, and air circulation near the sensor.
  
NOTE:  Due  to  the  relatively  high  sensitivity of the temperature and humidity 
sensor and the fact of placing  it  in  a common housing together with other 
components of the detector, it is permissible and normal to increase the exter-
nal temperature reading by up to 2-3°C as the work progresses and depending 
on the mentioned air circulation near the sensor, this should be taken into 
account. The sensor can be used to approximate ambient temperature and rela-
tive humidity, eg. over 45°C or below 0°C and at R.H. above 85%, the detector 
should be turned off and protected against condensation, eg by placing it in a 
dry and ventilated place, or in a closed container with humidity absorbers. To 
ensure more accurate outdoor temperature and humidity measurements, optio-
nal external sensors connected to the expansion slot will be available soon.
 

3.6. Activating the GPS / GNSS receiver (GPS ON / OFF)
By default, it is on, but if it is off (receiver not connected to the [10] socket) or 
saved state in the detector configuration on the memory card is: GPS = OFF - 
the receiver is turned off and disconnected from the power supply. 
In the current firmware (v.7.35) after disabling it (GPS = OFF) - the receiver 
does not store received ephemerides, which means that after re-enabling the 
detector, the so-called Cold Start will happen and there will be the relatively 
longest reacquisition time (TTFF - Time To First Fix) which can take at least 30
seconds in good sky visibility and good weather conditions.
Currently, the GNSS module is switched on in Full mode (maximum current 
consumption, constantly updated bearing,  one  stage of the  LNA  amplifier 
permanently enabled).  In subsequent versions of the firmware it is planned 
to add the functions of energy-saving in GNSS receivers).
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In receivers with a built-in Locus logger (GP-1 through GP-4) and firm-
ware version >6.15, support for this logger was introduced and the route 
could be logged regardless of saved .txt files in the receiver's internal 
flash memory.
With each recording (for firmware > v.6.15b) along with .wav files, the 
data from T & RH sensors and bearing data in NMEA0183 format are 
also saved in text files (extension .txt), which can be used in current 
firmware versions (starting from v.7.1) to create a Google KML file in a 
separate main menu item (SAVE KML). The Locus logging was repla-
ced with this function in current versions of firmware.
Activation of the GPS / GNSS receiver is performed by pressing the UP 
/ DOWN buttons and setting the ON option from the GPS ON / OFF po-
sition of the main menu.

NOTE: when enabled in the menu (or by default after inserting a blank 
memory card without the config.lun configuration file) then the GNSS 
receiver, if it is not detected in the expansion slot [10] or it will have a 
malfunction - then it will be automatically turned off also in the menu.

3.7. GPS receiver status monitoring (GPS FIX STATUS)
In the main menu, select GPS FIX STATUS. If the GPS / GNSS receiver 
has been connected and activated, but there is no bearing - the following 
message is displayed: * Working. If 2D or 3D fix is obtained - * 2D FIX 
or * 3D FIX information is displayed, while the bottom right of the display 
shows the SHOW> option. By pressing OK we can get a preview of the 
received coordinates in the NMEA0183 format, eg:

3.8. Save the KML file (SAVE KML)
After selecting this item in the main menu, the dump.kml file is genera-
ted based on information stored in the .txt logs along with the recordings. 
If you want to select only certain logs associated with the recordings - 
you must delete the remaining logs (.txt files) from the memory card (or 
move them to another directory if you want to keep them). After the cor-
rect creation of the dump.kml file containing the coordinates of the pla-
ces where the recordings were created, and after opening this file in 
Google Earth or Google Maps (or other compatible software) - in the 
waypoint comments, apart from the txt / wav file names (containing the 
date and time of creation), there will be also temperature and relative 
humidity readings.

wait for stabilization of
those decimal digits
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3.9. High pass filters (FS HPF and FD HPF)
The LunaBat DFR-1 PRO detector has two independently adjustable high-
pass filters:
- filter in the recording path (FS HPF), which can be turned on or off (by de-
  fault it is off),
- filter in the tapping line (FD HPF), whose lower frequency can be set to 
  10kHz (Low) or 15kHz (High).

When the FS HPF filter is turned on, almost no audible sounds will be recor-
ded (frequencies below 15kHz like: conversations, steps in grass and other 
undesirable disturbances). It is recommended to activate the filter during au-
tomatic or manual recording in strong wind, loud audible noises, or when 
walking in dry grass / on dry leaves, etc. After disabling the FS HPF filter, 
the lower limit frequency of recorded signals is approx. 150 Hz, which ena-
bles recording of the audible part of the band, eg verbal comments, social 
voices and other sounds audible by human. 
When recording from the FD path (for 24 or 48 kHz sampling frequency) 
and during listening, the FD HPF filter is always on, so that the listening 
from built-in loudspeaker does not respond to audible interference noises. 
However, you can change the lower bandpass frequency of this filter, for 
example, not to suppress social voices or echolocation at low frequencies 
from exotic species of bats (eg some tadarida species, which have echolo-
cations lower than 15kHz).
During Full Spectrum recording with FS HPF filter enabled or FD recording 
you can temporarily disable HPF filter and switch to FS/HF signal path for
making verbal comment by pressing and holding COM switch [19].
The listening path  (FD)  allows  to record and / or listen the signals with fre-
quencies from ~15kHz (FD HPF=High / 15kHz), or from ~10kHz (FD HPF=
Low / 10kHz), which after processing by frequency-division detection cir-
cuits corresponds to audible sounds, respectively, from ~1.5kHz or from 
~1kHz.
During the recording and in the standby mode in the middle text row on LCD 
(to the left from the current hour), the status of both filters is displayed in the 
form of two letters:
- the first letter for the FS HPF filter: the letter H if the filter is on (lower limit 
frequency / Fd = 15kHz), or the letter L if the  FS HPF filter is off (Fd=150Hz, 
which is the limit of the rest of the FS signal path in the detector);
- the second letter for the FD HPF filter: the letter H if the lower limit frequen-
cy is set to 15kHz, or the letter L if the lower limit frequency is set to 10kHz.

NOTE: In the event of insufficient suppression of strong wind gusts, you 
can further suppress them by placing the MF-1 windshield on the micro-
phone, available as an accessory for the ME-series microphones. It also 
protects to a certain degree before the microphone gets wet by raindrops, 
however, the fast soaking of the foam ceases to be effective after some 
time and the wet foam also begins to absorb more and more ultrasounds 
until they will be completely suppressed.
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3.10. Formatting the memory card (FORMAT SD CARD)
In a computer running Linux, OS or Windows (using additional softwa-
re), as well as in a detector, you can format the SDHC / SDXC memo-
ry card in the FAT32 file system using 32 or 64 kB clusters. 
These are recommended values, at which the detector most effective-
ly records the wav files, especially at higher sampling frequencies. 
After selecting the SD CARD FORMAT option in the main menu, se-
lect the cluster size (SET CLUSTER SIZE) - usually 64K clusters are 
recommended for writing large files, for saving more files to save spa-
ce on the card or for other reasons (better continuity of recording on 
a given card at high speeds) - you can use formatting with 32K clus-
ters. It's best to determine it experimentally with the memory card.

NOTE: Formatting the memory card deletes ALL of the data stored 
on it! It is also necessary to ensure an appropriate level of battery 
voltage when formatting the card, due to the possibility of logical 
errors on the card in the event of voltage decay during the formatting.

3.11. Changing the recording level (SET REC LEVEL)
From the 7.20b firmware version, the possibility of changing the gain 
of input circuits from the menu level  has  been  activated.  The  gain 
level control range is adjusted in  128  steps  from  the  value of  000 
(corresponding to the lowest trigger sensitivity) to the value 127 (cor-
responding to the highest trigger sensitivity). 
The default value is 063 (half of the range of digital potentiometer).
It is set at the start of the detector without a memory card inserted in 
the SD slot, or in the case when there is no config.lun configuration 
file on the memory card (eg immediately after formatting the card and 
before the detector is first switched off). This setting is saved in the 
config.lun file on SD card, so that after restarting the detector (with 
inserted memory card containing this file) you do not need to read-
just the setting.

NOTE:  After uploading a new firmware to the detector, it  is  recom-
mended to remove the old config.lun configuration file from the me-
mory card (it is in an older format that may not include storing the
state of microphone sensitivity level).  After  deleting  this file and re-
using the detector, a  new  configuration  file  with default values will 
be created on the card.  REC LEVEL will be set to the default  value 
of 063, which corresponds to a sensitivity of about 2x smaller (-6dB) 
from the maximum possible to achieve.
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4. Updating the detector firmware (Firmware Update)

4.1. Before you upgrade the firmware, please obtain:
- a computer with a Windows operating system with Administrator rights 
  (or another system with a properly configured Windows emulator),
- USB-microUSB cable (like for a mobile phone, also available as an acce-
  ssory for the detector),
- freshly charged AA / R6 accumulators or new good quality alkaline batte-
  ries,
- thin oblong object (needle, unbent office clip, safety pin, etc.)

4.2 Download from the www.animalsoundlabs.pl website from the Down-
load tab (on the subpage of the LunaBat DFR-1 PRO detector) the latest 
firmware for the detector in the form of a file with the extension .zip and 
then unpack it on the computer's hard drive (file with the extension .hex) 
In the package will also be a program for updating the detector: LunaBat 
Updater v1.3.exe.

4.3. Insert charged batteries or new, good quality alkaline batteries in the 
battery compartment. 

4.4. Connect the detector to the computer with a USB-microUSB cable, 
the microUSB plug should be inserted into the [12] socket with the wider 
side of the plug facing the front/top of the device, and the narrower side of 
the plug should be facing down towards the microphone socket [1].

4.5. Turn on the detector with the   button and check the voltage on the 
indicator in the upper right corner of the LCD display (at least 3 dashes 
should be visible).

4.6. Press and hold DOWN / MENU button pressed and with a thin, round 
object press the RESET button located behind the small hole [14] located 
on the connector panel. The detector should switch to the firmware update 
mode and display the following message on the display: 

                                        Firmware Update Mode
                                                                                       v.1.3

4.7. Wait until the HID / USB device driver is installed, if the detection of 
new hardware starts and after the correct installation of the driver in the 
system, run LunaBat Updater v1.3.exe.
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4.8. In the LunaBat Updater window, click the Connect To Device button:

4.9. After the program detects the detector successfully, the program window 
will display the following message:
 

4.10. Click the Update Firmware button and point to the .hex file with the la-
test firmware (from the location where the file was previously unpacked):

4.11. Check and confirm (click the Open button) and wait for the update, which 
should take up to several or dozen seconds. After the update is completed, the 
program will display the following message:
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4.12. Close the connection between the program and the detector by clicking 
the Disconnect button:

Then disconnect the USB cable from the detector, which should restart at this 
time and the actual firmware version number should be displayed during startup.

4.13. Close the program and disconnect the USB cable from the computer.

NOTE 1: After uploading a new firmware, the old config.lun configuration file 
must be removed from the memory card, otherwise the default values   of REC 
LEVEL and TRIGGER LEVEL will not be set correctly so that it may, for exam-
ple, lead to complete silencing of the recording path, which will make it impos-
sible to record any signals!

NOTE 2: Power failure during upgrade can damage the detector! So take care 
of a good source of power!

5. Useful tips
During the detector's operation, the battery voltage is measured every 60 secs 
and the status of the voltage level indicator on the display is updated. If the vol-
tage drops to approx. 2.0V (1V / cell) - the recording will be stopped and the de-
tector will be automatically turned off for safety so as not to discharge the bat-
teries excessively. After switching off the device or even before the automatic 
shutdown, replace the batteries / batteries with new / charged
important. Because at the voltage of about 2.0V, both batteries and Ni-MH bat-
teries have little remaining charge, and their internal resistance increases 
strongly - such cells can temporarily "regain" part of the voltage after switching 
on again, but again discharged very quickly to level 2.0 V and there is then an 
increased risk of being able to discharge faster than the low voltage detection 
system can react and the recording started may not be completed properly. 
You can then recover them on your computer using data recovery software or 
using, for example, the Scandisk program (or chkdsk command), but only if 
there is no more recording on the card because the unfinished recording will 
be overwritten with a new data.
After turning off the power supply due to the low voltage level, it is always best 
to immediately replace the batteries with the new / charged ones.
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In the PRO version, the detector has independent additional protection against 
excessive discharging of the batteries, which prevent the detector from being 
turned on at a voltage lower than approx. 2.1V and also by hardware - if the 
supply voltage is lower than approx. 1.85V.
The built-in broadband recorder is one of the most energy-efficient broadband 
recorders on the market, but the working time depends on the total power con-
sumption of the whole device. The consumption itself is affected by:
- backlight on (about 4% of the entire device);
- operating mode (switching on the recording increases the consumption by 
approx. 50%);
- sampling frequency (higher frequency = higher power consumption);
- connected sensors, eg GPS / GNSS receiver models: GP-1, GP-2 or GP-3, 
the lowest power consumption has GP-3;
- selected mode of GPS / GNSS receiver power supply (currently only Full 
Power mode is available) + approx. 5-10%;
- selected set / system of received satellites oras bearing status - the lowest 
current consumption of the receiver is for a single GPS system and establis-
hed 3D tributary, the highest intake - with GPS + Glonass + Galileo on and 
off or loss of signal from at least 3 satellites;
- the volume of tapping sounds (from a few to a dozen or so% depending on 
the average volume of sounds from the loudspeaker, the headphones consu-
me less energy);
- battery / battery voltage - the lower the voltage - the greater the power con-
sumption and the faster the voltage drop, that is why used batteries with lo-
wer voltage than new ones (despite relatively similar capacity) cause signifi-
cantly shorter operation time to switch off, despite the large amount of charge 
remaining still in such batteries.

6. Approximate working times in different conditions. LSD Ni-MH batteries:
a) Sanyo / Panasonic Eneloop or Fujitsu White / Fujitsu Blue (min.1900mAh), 
listening or occasional sounds coming from the loudspeaker:
- without backlight, without GNSS or GNSS switched off - to ~6h30m,
- recording with backlight, without GNSS or GNSS switched off - up to ~6h20m
- backlight, GNSS enabled - up to ~5h30
- without recording, only eavesdropping, no backlight, no GNSS or GNSS 
receiver switched off - up to ~8-9h

b) Sanyo / Panasonic Eneloop Pro or Fujitsu Black min.2450mAh, conditions 
of the day:
- recording without backlight, without GNSS or GNSS switched off - up to 
  ~7h50m,
- recording with backlight, without GNSS or GNSS switched off - up to ~7h35m
- recording with backlight, GNSS enabled - up to ~7h15m
- without recording, only listening, without GNSS /switched off - to ~11-14h

At temperatures lower than ca. 8°C or higher than ca. 35°C, the operating time 
may be shortened due to the fact that the batteries are subject to temperature 
changes.
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7. Maximum total length of the recording on memory cards:

By using higher capacity memory cards, recording times increase in propor-
tion to the capacity increase

8. Other comments
The memory card is best inserted and removed when the device is turned off, 
inserting it after starting will not cause damage and often the normal recording 
will be possible, however, it may happen when the card is removed several 
times while the detector was on (in standby mode) and / or some changes will 
be made on it, eg after inserting into a computer reader - then a logical error 
may occur (Error No. 6). It is enough to turn the detector off and on again.
If for some reason the detector showed an error and / or could not be switch-
ed off - it can be reset using a thin object eg wire, paperclip, needle - press the 
RESET microswitch located under the hole [14] on the connector panel above 
the headphone socket.
It may also help to remove the batteries from the socket and wait a few minu-
tes before restarting. After switching on the detector (and if the GPS / GNSS 
receiver was previously disconnected or turned off in the menu and it was ac-
tivated in the menu again), wait a few dozen seconds to several minutes be-
fore the GPS / GNSS receiver will synchronize its internal clock with the GPS 
system clock. After first fix on the given position is achieved it is recommended 
to wait some few moments in the same place because during the subsequent 
readings the bearing will be more and more accurate. In hard terrain and/or 
weak weather conditions, or weak sky visibility a few minutes delay with the 
start of recording is also recommended. Also for setting the reading from humi-
dity and temperature sensors (about 1-2 minutes for the temperature sensor 
and approx. 2-3 minutes for the humidity sensor, due to the presence of a wa-
terproof membrane protecting the sensor itself). In extreme cases, the detector 
may heat up or cool even longer. 

SAMPLING
FREQUENCY

MAX. RECORDED
FREQUENCY

60min FILE SIZE
MAX. REC. TIME 
ON 16GB CARD

MAX. REC. TIME 
ON 32GB CARD

to ~190 kHz

to ~125 kHz

to ~95 kHz

to ~23 kHz

to ~11,7 kHz
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And although the record itself can be started immediately, it is necessary to 
take into account possible errors in the temperature and humidity readings. 
If the GNSS receiver is not turned off in the menu and will not be physically 

disconnected from the detector - after switching off the detector (  switch) 
it will be kept in standby mode (very low power consumption by the receiver 
- approx. 7 uA) and will store the previously acquired bearing in the internal 
memory and received ephemeris, so that when the power is turned back on 
the bearing (fix) will happen very quickly depending on the time that has 
passed since the last bearing and detector being in the off state, so:
- if the break lasts up to several dozen minutes (max. 4 hours), after the dete-
ctor is turned on the GPS / GNSS receiver will start in Hot Start mode and 
fix will be available very quickly, practically immediately after the detector is 
switched on (within 1-2 seconds after enabling the detector),
- if the break lasts longer than several dozen minutes (over 4 hours) - after 
enabling the detector, the so-called Warm Start will happen and depending on 
the model of your GPS / GNSS receiver, a fix will be obtained in about 5-15 
seconds after switching on the detector.

NOTE: A few-dozen seconds from the moment the GNSS indicator [6] comes 
on, you can start the record, the bearing will be set, but the temperature and 
humidity readings will be stabilized after about 2-3 minutes from the detector 
activation (if it has just been removed from the packaging) or taken out of the 
room or car, inside which there was a different temperature and / or humidity.

In order to obtain the fastest possible bearing, the detector or the receiver it-
self (connected to the detector by extension cable) should be placed in the 
place where the sky's visibility is as high as possible, and it can also be over 
a large metal surface, eg the roof of the car.
After obtaining the bearing, the maximum signal strength is no longer needed 
and you can go with the receiver to places with less signal strength or sky vi-
sibility.

ATTENTION! Do not remove the memory card or GPS / GNSS receiver from 
the socket while recording. This may result in the recording not being comple-
ted and the logical damage to the files on the card may occur, so it may be 
necessary to recover the recorded file from the memory card by using reco-
very software.

If the listening function of the built-in loudspeaker is switched on during recor-
ding, it can be significantly silenced during loud sounds and loud listening (for 
a cleaner broadband recording) by temporarily covering the built-in loudspea-
ker openings with, for example, the thumb.  

In firmware v7.35 coordinate writing to .txt logs takes place at the end of wri-
ting each WAV file, so you can break the recording by pressing BACK button
to mark the place and begin the new recording by pressing OK button.
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Technical specification:

Powering ............................................................................ 2 cells AA / R6 (1,2-1,5V)
                                                            or via micro USB connector (~3,5V...5,5Vmax)
Average power consumption (recording @256kHz, no GNSS) ...............................~700mW 
Current consumption in SLEEP mode (with SD card removed) ........................... < 250uA
Current consumption in SLEEP mode (with SD card installed) ............................ < 650uA

Working time (for cells Fujitsu Black min. 2450mAh) :
   - listening without recording, backlight on, no GNSS ........................... up to 11-12h
   - listening with recording, backlight on, no GNSS ................................... up to 7,5-8h
   - listening with recording, backlight on, GNSS on ................................... up to 7-7,5h

Detection types used:
  - for listening ....................................................................... Frequency Division type
                                                                                             (with amplitude retention)
  - for recording ............................ Full Spectrum (High Frequency Direct Recording)
                       or Frequency Division type (from listening signal path @ 24 or 48kHz)

Division ratio of the built-in FD detector ................................................................1:10

Recording frequency band (-3dB) :
   - FS HPF off, HF recording (Fs=192-384kHz) .............................. 0.15 kHz - 0,49 Fs
   - FS HPF on, HF recording (Fs=192-384kHz) ................................. 15 kHz - 0,49 Fs
   - FD HPF=High, FD recording  (Fs=24-48kHz) ............................ 1.5 kHz - 0,49 Fs
   - FD HPF=Low, FD recording  (Fs=24-48kHz) ............................. 1.0 kHz - 0,49 Fs
(for more informations look at Chapter 7 on page 21)

Averaged noise level relative to the full level (0dB=F.S.)
HF (High Frequency / Full Spectrum recording):
   - with ME-4 mic, FS HPF off .......................................................................... -56 dB
   - with ME-4 mic, FS HPF on .......................................................................... -58 dB
   - with ME-5 mic, FS HPF off  ......................................................................... -58 dB
   - with ME-5 mic, FS HPF on .......................................................................... -60 dB
FD recording :
   - with ME-4 mic, FD HPF High ...................................................................... -59 dB
   - with ME-5 mic, FD HPF High ...................................................................... -62 dB   

Harmonic and intermodulation distortions ...................................................... <0.15%

Relative sensitivity threshold for 30kHz (ME-4 mic) ........................................ 34dB SPL

Accuracy of the built-in clock (without manual or GPS updates) .............. up to 60sec/month

External dimensions (without microphone & wrist strap) ................................. 79x117x33mm

Weight (with ME-series mic, without batteries) ................................................................. 240g 
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LunaBAT DFR-1 pro

1. Removable microphone
2. Rubberized edges
3. Keyboard buttons
4. Loudspeaker
5. LCD display
6. GNSS fix indicator
7. Memory card
8. Wrist strap
9. Listening volume controls
10. Expansion connector
11. Built-in temperature and 
      humidity sensor
12. Micro-USB socket
13. Headphone socket
14. Reset button
15. Tripod socket
16. Signal level indicator
17. Power switch
18. Highlight switch
19. Verbal comment switch

Front panel and connector panel 
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